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Fruit and Vegetable Supply-Chain Management,
Innovations, and Competitiveness:
Cooperative Regional Research Project S-222

J. E. Epperson and E.A. Estes

As price increases have become largely infeasible, large retail concerns are pursuing profits through greater
efficiencies in the distribution system and from suppliers. The pressures of Supply-Chain Management in
the fruit and vegetable industry indeed have reached the producer/shipper level. This process is accentuated
as the global economy continues its rapid evolution while upward pressures on costs are just as compelling
in the form of new environmental and food safety laws. The purpose of Cooperative Regional Research
Project S-222 is to provide knowledge that will lead to improved production and marketing efficiencies,
improved market access strategies, better risk management strategies, and improved producer and
consumer well-being.

Traditional sales tenets practiced by U.S. Sickle, 1996). Managers in the fruit and vegetable
fruit and vegetable distributors and retailers are sector are being challenged by increased risk and
changing rapidly as a growing number of Ameri- uncertainty. Research is essential if a broad set of
cans place emphasis on added value and quality management strategies are to be suggested in the
characteristics when making produce purchase face of major changes.
decisions. During the 1990s, American consumers
have broadened their definition of quality to in- The Expanding Produce Industry
elude some nontraditional features, such as nutri-
tion content, brand label, genetic composition, and U.S. consumers spend in excess of $100 bil-
pesticide residues. While standard demand fac- lion annually, or about 23 percent of all money
tors-such as price, visual appearance, taste and spent on food, to purchase fruits and vegetables.
maturity, and availability of substitutes-remain During the past decade, domestic produce con-
important purchase criteria, value-added charac- sumption has increased nearly 20 percent because
teristics undeniably have influenced overall buy- many Americans have decided to eat healthier,
ing patterns (Brooker, Eastwood, and Carver, more nutritious foods. Industry promotion pro-
1996; Cook, 1996a, 1996b; Estes and Smith, grams, such as the "5-a-day" campaign, have em-
1995; McLaughlin, Park, and Perosio, 1997). phasized the high nutrition content of fresh fruits
Moreover-as a result of the 1996 Federal Agri- and vegetables, and industry-sponsored efforts
cultural Improvement and Reform (FAIR) Act, have contributed to an expansion in fruit and
the Food Quality Protection Act (FQPA, 1996), vegetable consumption. Retailers have responded
the trend in industrialization, the Clean Air Act to produce's rising popularity by expanding shelf
(1994), the Clean Water Act (1994), the General space as well as the mix and variety of offerings.
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and the In addition, retailers have emphasized added value
North American Free Trade Agreement and improved quality by trimming produce, pre-
(NAFTA)-the fruit and vegetable sector is in the packaging garden salads, and offering in-store
midst of a major revolution that is bringing about salad bars (McLaughlin, Park, and Perosio, 1997;
profound changes in how fruits and vegetables are Putman and Allshouse, 1999).
produced, processed, distributed, and marketed in
the United States and abroad (Burnham and Ep- Changing Dynamics
person, 1998; Caswell and Hooker, 1996; Hooker
and Caswell, 1996; Ricks and Woods, 1996; Van Shipper-growers must adjust to the new dy-

namics in the procurement process by moving
J.E. Epperson is professor, Department of Agricultural and away from the sale of commodities only and to-
Applied Economics, University of Georgia, and E.A. Estes is ward the sale of bundles of commodities and
professor, Department of Agricultural and Resource Eco- services. The emergence of two competing retail
nomics, North Carolina State University. produce pricing policies has been particularly
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noteworthy for growers. First, the overwhelming Shocks to production patterns can impact
success of Everyday Low Price programs, such growers in various parts of the world in different
as that used by Wal-Mart, suggests that sales ways. El Nifio weather influences during the 1997
growth can be achieved through regular low and 1998 spring, summer, and fall growing peri-
prices for all items sold in a store, including ods illustrate how global sourcing can influence
fresh fruits and vegetables. Alternatively, many grower prices and income. Excessive moisture,
retailers take the approach that additional sales delayed plantings, reduced yield, and average
can be generated by competing solely on the ba- quality prevailed throughout the southeastern
sis of value-added services; that is, produce pur- United States, but increased imports and more
chase decisions are not driven exclusively by favorable crop-growing conditions in competitive
price. There is little disagreement that the per- supply areas increased aggregate supplies and
unit price of fresh-cut lettuce contained in prod- limited the increases in grower prices
ucts like Fresh Express' Ready Salad Pacs (con- (USDA/ERS, Vegetables and Specialties Situation
sisting mostly of leaf lettuces and/or head let- and Outlook Report, 1998, 1999). To a large ex-
tuce) is significantly higher than that of lettuce tent because of production-pattern shocks, a major
sold individually. In effect, the value-added di- concern in the industry is the lack of timely, rele-
mension permits sellers to satisfy consumer vant crop-specific information. The paucity of
needs, increase selling price per unit, and still timely commodity information exacerbates
maintain the "competitive price" image. Com- short-term marketing difficulties and frustrates
petitive position, market segmentation, and sales commodity assessments.
growth can be enhanced to the extent that value- G izi
added services focus on supplying the quality
attributes that are important to buyers, such as The internationalization of produce markets
convenience, maturity, and extended shelf life. (particularly supply competition) and increased
For produce shipper-growers, it is important to emphasis on value-added characteristics are two
recognize differences among wholesaler and/or important features that have changed the produce
retailer formats so that the appropriate set and marketing and distribution system. It is expected
mix of features and attributes (price, quality, that these trends will intensify in the near future
value-added services, etc.) can be provided to and have profound impacts on fruit and vegetable
customers (Cook, 1996a, 1996b; McLaughlin, marketing dynamics as well as regional competi-
Park, and Perosio, 1997; Ricks et al., 1996). advantage For selected growers and regions,tive advantage. For selected growers and regions,

Producers have recognized that supply com- however, globalization of markets has enhanced
petition is now global; therefore, innovation, sales prospects (Burnham and Epperson, 1998;
knowledge, technology, computerized linkages, Caswell and Hooker, 1996; Estes, 1996; Marin,
quality and safety, and added value create market Epperson, and Ames, 1998; Ricks and Woods,
access, power, and wealth. The dynamic produc- 1996; Taylor, Melendez, and Fairchild, 1995;
tion and marketing environment of fruits and VanSickle, 1996).
vegetables contrasts with that of many other agri- Trade is playing an increasingly larger role in
cultural commodities and often complicates local, the U.S. vegetable industry. In 1998, almost 11
regional, and national supplier efforts to match percent of total U.S. vegetable consumption was
available supplies with effective market demand. satisfied by imported products, up from 9 percent
While agronomic crop marketing decisions often in the previous year and up from 7 percent in
focus on production planning and the timing of 1990. The United States exported about 8 percent
sales, factors-such as harvest timing, market ac- of available vegetable supplies in 1998, the same
cess, method-of-sale logistics, vertical coordina- volume that was exported in the previous year and
tion arrangements, and risk management-are an increase from 5 percent in 1990.
also essential details in the marketing of fruits and As in the previous three years, the United
vegetables (Cook, 1996a, 1996b; Ricks and States was a net importer of vegetables in 1998.
Woods 1996). Predictably, lower-than-expected Even though export value increased 6 percent
grower prices and marketing problems abound from the previous year, imports rose much
during short-term periods when marketable output faster-22 percent. Tomatoes were the largest
exceeds buyers' immediate needs. fresh market import.fresh market import.
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The value of U.S. vegetable imports from technology in Supply-Chain Management (SCM);
Canada has increased 16-34 percent per year for (4) evolution and expansion of the fresh-cut pro-
six consecutive years, with a 28 percent increase in duce industry; and (5) partial acceptance of Effi-
1998. Potatoes and tomatoes account for about 67 cient Consumer Response (ECR) and Efficient
percent of U.S. vegetable imports from Canada. Foodservice Response (EFR) principles by whole-

Mexico continues to be the leading foreign salers, chain stores, mass market retailers, and food
supplier of vegetables. Imports from Mexico in- service firms. In addition, grocery chain stores have
creased 22 percent in 1998, the largest increase established in-store home meal replacement cen-
since 1993. The value of U.S. fresh market tomato ters, mainstreamed ethnic and organically grown
imports from Mexico increased 10 percent in fruits and vegetables, and inundated shoppers with
1998 (USDA/ERS, FATUS, annual supplements; point-of-purchase promotion materials (Bailey,
USDA/ERS, Vegetables and Specialties Year- 1996; Burnham and Epperson, 1998; Caswell and
book, 1999). Hooker, 1996; Cook, 1996a, 1996b; Cook,

The magnitude and timing of the increase in Gorgues, and Escribano, 1996; Cotterrill, 1996;
Mexican import volume remains of great concern Estes and Smith, 1995; Hooker and Caswell, 1996;
to selected sectors of the vegetable industry, par- McLaughlin, Park, and Perosio, 1997; Ricks and
ticularly winter tomato growers in Florida. It is Woods, 1996; Underhill and Figueroa, 1995).
likely that import volume levels will continue to The value accumulation process has encour-
increase in the near term as U.S. policymakers aged wholesalers, distributors, and retailers to ex-
study additions or adjustments to NAFTA (Jordan plore new sales methods and formats. One result
and VanSickle, 1995; VanSickle, 1996). is the invasion of a variety of new approaches,

with accompanying terms and acronyms added to
Efficiency and Technology Factors the produce grower's vocabulary. EDLP, SCM,

ECR, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Price
Despite increased market complexity and Lookup (PLU), and Continuous Replenishment

evolving market structure consolidation and reor- Programs (CRP) are industry-promoted programs
ganization, the fruit and vegetable industry re- designed to improve sales and to automate the
mains an example of an industry that is technol- food distribution system from supplier to check-
ogy-driven, where early adopters realize produc- out. By minimizing waste and improving logistics
tivity gains, above-normal early season prices, and for reducing system costs, the overriding intent of
enhanced market access. In addition, domestic the "acronym" programs is to bring better value to
markets that are unencumbered by complex leg- customers and to increase consumer satisfaction.
islative programs typically reward innovative The implementation of some aspects of these pro-
firms that discover the true desires of customers. grams has lagged in the produce industry; never-
At the same time, fruit and vegetable market theless, the industry appears to be embracing the
forces remain unforgiving, especially for firms need for less system waste, with improved coordi-
that produce while ignoring critical elements, such nation between supplier and receiver. For the most
as strategic planning, financial and risk manage- part, the new programs have originated with re-
ment, collection of relevant information, and at- tailers and/or distributors rather than with suppli-
tention to marketing detail (Burnham and Epper- ers, such as shipper-growers (Cook, 1996c; Cot-
son, 1998; Cook, 1996c; McLaughlin, Park, and terill, 1996; McLaughlin, Park, and Perosio, 1997;
Perosio, 1997; Ricks and Woods, 1996). Ricks et al., 1996).

In the past few years, suppliers, handlers, and
sellers of U.S.-grown produce have needed to react Concentration
to a number of changing domestic and trade policy
variables that impact profits and affect industry In addition to the above issues and concerns,
welfare: (1) the implementation of NAFTA and its findings from S-222-member research have noted
impact on market share and competitive position; a change in the basic structure of the U.S. produce
(2) increased consumer and media attention to han- industry. The industry has moved away from its
dler sanitation and food safety practices and enact- historic, decentralized, fragmented structure to a
ment of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point structure that is more highly integrated through
(HACCP) programs; (3) applications of computer direct ownership, joint partnerships, strategic alli-
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ances, and/or various new formal and informal and developing common methodologies, data sets,
vertical coordination arrangements among pro- and empirical approaches to address the impacts
ducers, distributors, and sellers. U.S. Department on producers, marketers, and consumers. Specific
of Agriculture statistics indicate that fewer farm- areas to be addressed include ECR, EFR, SCM,
ers generate an increasing proportion of output; and regional, national, and international competi-
this, in turn, provides them with greater market tiveness. The size of the project allows strains of
access and enhanced leverage in price negotia- complementary research to be pursued under each
tions. Concomitantly, since the 1980s, the number procedure.
of integrated produce wholesale-retail buyers has
declined while average sales per firm have in- Anticipated Results
creased. Only 86 integrated wholesale-retail firms
accounted for nearly two-thirds of total U.S. retail Concrete analyses are expected to discern the
produce sales in 1996. This concentration trend extent and financial impact of ECR, EFR, and
likely will continue in the coming years because SCM on the U.S. fruit and vegetable industry, with
of unfavorable wholesaler financial ratios (debt- special emphasis on industry competitiveness, na-
to-asset) and because many small-volume suppli- tional and international sourcing practices of pro-
ers will have difficulty in satisfying whole- ducer/shippers, and changing business practices at
sale-retail demand for value-added services, such all echelons of the market channel. Measures of
as fresh-cut products, extended shelf life, price changes to market structure; price discovery mod-
lookup and bar coding, country-of-origin labeling, els leading to improved variety, quality, and serv-
and expanded year-round availability. Reliance on ice; and lower real prices to consumers are ex-
production and marketing strategies that worked pected. Delineation of the critical paths that small
just a few years ago may no longer be effective. and mainstream producer/shippers should follow to
For the near future, it seems certain that success in achieve competitive advantage is anticipated.
fruit and vegetable marketing will be linked Important insights into the potential for niche
closely with the value accumulation process, that market inroads and partnering or strategic alliance
is, the bundling of services and attributes inter- arrangements for actual and potential pro-
twined with the commodity (Cook, 1996a, 1996b, ducer/shipper stakeholders-which can be quickly
1996c; McLaughlin, Park, and Perosio, 1997; incorporated into Extension Program strategic
Ricks and Woods, 1996). plans-are expected. Identification of potential

market inroads are expected for small or would-be
Objectives and Procedures producer/shippers to obtain better quality and

service at lower real prices to consumers.
The two basic objectives for Regional Re- Unfolding insight is anticipated in the changes

search Project S-222 are linked, and thus, the and in the depth of such changes in the competi-
findings are expected to be interrelated. The ob- tiveness of U.S. fruit and vegetable firms as a result
jectives are (1) to assess the evolution of SCM in of the dynamically evolving market and economic
the fruit and vegetable sector, identifying strategic setting influenced by the FAIR Act, free trade
organizational and marketing implications for agreements, the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water
firms and specific commodity subsectors, and (2) Act, and food safety regulations. Knowledge-on
to analyze the relative competitiveness of fruit and how producer/shippers can use out-sourcing and
vegetable subsectors-regionally, nationally, and partnering/strategic alliance arrangements to man-
globally-using new and established analytical age risk and to stay on the critical path to competi-
paradigms that incorporate theories from business tive advantage in the face of revolutionary changes
schools and other fields. in the industry-is expected. The net gains and

The membership, organization, and proce- losses to consumers in terms of variety, quality,
dures of the project facilitate the development of service, and real prices are being assessed. The
methodologies, interdisciplinary collaboration, manner in which producer/shippers must change
and applications of results to current market production practices so as to remain on the com-
situations and economic issues. Researchers with petitive path and the extent of improved quality,
specialization and expertise in different areas variety, and real prices for consumers are being
(production, marketing, and trade) are identifying determined.
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A clearer understanding of the importance Clean Air Act. 1994. 42 U.S.C. 7401(b)(1). <http://www41aw.
and effectiveness of various labeling and promo- comell.edu/uscode/42/ch85.htrl>.

tion venues, regarding the competitiveness of U.S. Clean Water (Federal Water Pollution Control) Act. 1994. 33 U.S.C.tion venues, regarding the competitiveness of U.S. 
fruits and vegetables in domestic and foreign Cook, R.1996a. "The Changing Structure of Produce Mar-
markets, is anticipated. Methods by which pro- keting, Part 1." Small Farm News. Small Farm Center,
ducer/shippers can expand markets through effec- University of California, July/August, pp. 6-7.
tive labeling and promotion and methods by Cook, R. 1996b. "The Changing Structure of Produce Mar-

keting, Part 2." Small Farm News. Small Farm Center,
which the quality and variety demands of con- University of California, September/October, pp. 5, 7.
sumers can be enhanced are being assessed. Cook, R. 1996c. "The Institutional Aspects of Fresh Fruit and

Research is expected to clarify the extent and Vegetable Marketing Systems: Impacts on Producers,
variation in conventional risk management strate- Buyers, Consumers, and Markets-The Case of the

United States." AGR/CA/APM/FV(96)2/aNN2, Work-gies for producer/shippers and allied agribusi- United States." AGR/CA/APM/FV(96)2/aNN2, Work-ges for proucer/sppers an ale a - ing Group on Fruits and Vegetables, Directorate for
nesses in these changing times. In particular, re- Food, Agriculture, and Fisheries, Committee for Agri-
search is illuminating the types and extent to culture, Organization of Economic Cooperation and De-
which the relatively unconventional modes of risk velopment (OECD).
management-partnering/strategic alliance ar- Cook, R., A.C. Gorgues, and J.B. Escribano. 1996.

"Acuerdo de Libre Comercio en America del Norte
rangements with other agribusinesses-can be (NAFTA)." Agricultura Revista Agropecuaria. 764(1
adopted. An evaluation of the economic welfare March):237-241.
effects on producer/shippers, allied agribusi- Cotterill, R.W. 1996. "The Food Distribution System of the
nesses, and consumers-that is, who gains and Future: Convergence Towards the U.S. or U.K. Model."

who loses and to.what extent-is anticipated. Agribusiness International Journal.12(2): 123-135.
o l s ad to w t e t-s a Estes, E.A. 1996. 'The Economist's Role in the Agricul-

The organization of S-222 is designed to tural Sustainability Paradigm: Summary of Linkages
bring together researchers from several states and Among Sustainable Agriculture, International Trade,
agencies to address the critical needs for better and Food Safety Issues." Proceedings of the AAEA
understanding of a changing fruit and vegetable Preconference on Sustainable Agriculture. San Anto-

understandig -nio, TX, pp. 42-45.
industry. Improved production and marketing ef- Estes, E.A. and V.K. Smith. 1995. "Price, Quantity, and Pes-
ficiencies, improved market access and risk man- ticide Related Health Risk Considerations in Fruit and
agement strategies, and improved producer and Vegetable Purchases: An Hedonic Analysis of Tucson,
consumer well-being are products of increased Arizona Supermarkets." Journal of Food Distribution

knowledge for this important industry. The bene- Research. 27(3):59-76.Federal Agricultural Improvement and Reform (FAIR) Act of
fits of the research will accrue to consumers, fruit 1996. 1996. Pub. L. No.104-127, 110 Stat. 888.
and vegetable producers, processors, food dis- <http://www.exnet.iastate.edu/General/Farm/>.
tributors, and educators as well as government FQPA (Food Quality Protection Act). 1996. Pub. L. No.
policymakers. 104-170110 Stat. 1489. <http://www.epagov/opppspsl/

fqpa/gpogate.pdf>.
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